Education Through Music New York (ETM-NY) is excited to announce the 2022 Singing Together Again Songwriting Contest! The purpose of this contest is to produce an inspiring, high-quality, original song that celebrates a return to in-person music-making in NYC schools. Additionally, through this annual songwriting contest, ETM-NY would like to include more music for young people in its repertoire library from composers of under-represented communities.

Prize

- Winning piece will be premiered at the ETM Gala on June 13th, 2022 (Cipriani 42nd Street) in New York, NY sung by approximately 30 treble & alto singers (grades 5-8), accompanied on piano.
- Winning composer will meet and work with the choir and director.
- Receive a cash prize of $1,000.

Apply Now! View requirements and apply here:
etmonline.org/singingtogetheragain22
DEADLINE: April 1, 2022

Education Through Music (ETM) partners with under-resourced schools to provide music as a core subject for all children, and utilizes music education as a catalyst to improve academic achievement, motivation for school and self-confidence.